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Abstract

In this document we describe the objective of the validation, the proposed evaluation
method, the supporting conceptual and practical evaluation tools as well as the evalu-
ation roadmap all in the effort to ensure that the project helps to achieve the objectives
of the industrial stakeholders as well as the global objectives laid out in this proposal.
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1 Introduction

This document defines the process and tools used to conduct the validation of the
FASTEN technologies in real-life industrial environment.

Besides the feedback reported on continuous basis to the FASTEN development
teams, additional validation findings will be formally reported in official deliverables
D6.3, D6.4 and D6.5.

The remaining of this document is structured as follows. Section 2 explains the ob-
jectives of the FASTEN validation process. Section 3 describes the validation roadmap
and its alignment to the FASTEN software release plan. Section 4 introduces the ele-
ments of the evaluation method. Section 5 describe toolset of the evaluation.

2 Validation Objectives

The main objective is to ensure that the project helps to achieve the objectives of
the industrial stakeholders as well as the global objectives described in the GA. This
validation will help guide the effort of WP1-WP4 using a strategy of KPIs as objectives
and industrial requirements as boundaries.

Other objectives are: evaluate the maturity of the project results for potential in-
dustrial exploitation; define the metrics that measure the fulfilment of stakeholders’ re-
quirements; setup the validation process and coordinate the validation activities, such
as measuring and analyzing the metrics, and reporting results; to report feedback to
technical developers.

The detailed requirements and KPIs are defined in D6.2. This document is focusing
on the roadmap, the method and the tool used to validate and report those metrics.

In terms of Technology Readiness Levels[1], FASTEN will take a technology that
has been successfully evaluated (TRL 3) and make it work in a real production envi-
ronment (TRL7-8).

Figure 1: TRL scale.
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3 Validation Roadmap

3.1 FASTEN milestone and validation reports

Milestones are a project management tool to measure whether the project is still on
track and it can continue. They will serve as basis to conduct validation and write
validation reports. The progress of the activities in each WP and the outlook of the
exploitation of the results will be critically reviewed and compared to the FASTEN
project’s objectives. This is primarily the WP leaders’ responsibility.
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Milestone Title Lead Due Means of verification
MS1 Whole ecosystem static call graph AUEB-RC M12 Dependency coverage of

for C major projects
MS2 Call-graph storage format [a] AUEB-RC M12 Set of reachability queries

executed against the graph
storage engine.

MS3 Call-graph storage format [b] AUEB-RC M12 Set of reachability queries
executed against the graph
storage engine

D6.3 Validation report number one XWiki M18
MS4 Whole ecosystem static call AUEB-RC M18 Dependency coverage of

graph for Java major projects
MS5 (Real-time) Updatable FGCG OW2 M18 A script can update the

FASTEN ecosystem call
graph online

MS6 External user tests FASTEN OW2 M18 Queries from package
manager plug-in to the
FASTEN service

D6.4 Validation report number two Endocode AG M24
MS7 FASTEN-related paper get OW2 M24 Paper acceptance notification

accepted at high-impact
conference

MS8 Unknown security vulnerability SIG M28 Running a FASTEN
found Knowledge base query

MS9 Unknown licensing violation Endocode AG M28 Running a FASTEN
found Knowledge base query

MS10 The FASTEN Knowledge Base AUEB-RC M30 Service can be accessible
online

MS11 Search engine and APIs for UMIL M32 Engine effectiveness
querying the call graph measured using

information-retrieval
techniques

D6.5 Validation report number three SIG M34
MS12 XWiki package manager runs XWIKI M34 Queries from XWiki to the

of FASTEN FASTEN Knowledge base
D6.6 Validation report number four XWIKI M36

(final)

4 Validation elements

The overall goal of validation is to make the software usable in a broad sense i.e. “the
user can do what he wants to do the way he expects to be able to do it, without hin-
drance, hesitation, or questions” [2] However, a broad range of characteristics can
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influence the quality of system, as defined in industry standards such as the ISO/IEC
25010:2011 [3]. This standard is part of a suite known as SQuare (ISO/IEC System
and Software product Quality Requirements and Evolution). It defines a hierarchical
quality model [4], a model that defines a set of quality entities and their relationships,
which allows the formal specification of quality requirements and their usage on the
evaluation of software quality. Leaf quality entities in this hierarchical tree model are
measurable, that is, they are metrics, which enable the quality assessment of software.
From the broad range, taking into account the purpose of the usage of the software
product, a narrow set of aspects are chosen, influenced from ISO 25010 quality model,
to drive the evaluation process. These aspects have been selected based on the typi-
cal categories of requirements related to the software that are considered in the FAS-
TEN validation process, to specify detailed objectives of user acceptance validation.
These categories are as follows:

• Functionality

• Information

• Usability

• Performance

• Benefit/impact

The following details details each categories and give example of questions specific
to FASTEN:
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Category Examples
Functionality
Assessing whether the FASTEN toolset and * Does FASTEN help find security problems
services meet the user’s needs involving external dependencies of an existing

project
* Does FASTEN help find a new compatible
version of existing dependencies
* Does FASTEN support analysis (tools) on
all dependent code of an application?
e.g. separating code in dependent packages
that is called from code that is not called
from an application.

Information
Assessing whether FASTEN toolset and * Do the users understand the purpose and the
services are adequately supported by usage of FASTEN tools? Do they miss any
accompanying information and support, information?
so users can fully exploit their * Are the FASTEN APIs for external access and
functionality for building analysers published and sufficiently

documented?
* Can the FASTEN toolset be deployed locally,
and is it clear what is required to do this?

Usability
Assessing whether the FASTEN toolset * Are the toolset interfaces intuitive enough,
and services provides an intuitive easy to understand, learn and use by average users,
interface that facilitates the user’s depending on adopted role?
adoption * Do the users feel comfortable using this

interface or do they require changes on it?
Performance
Assessing whether the FASTEN toolset * How does FASTEN toolset and services performs in
and services offers a competitive terms of efficiency and stability attending to the
efficiency on validating artifact scale of the input project
dependencies compliance and compatibility * How does the FASTEN toolset deal with delays due

to new (versions of) packages not being processed
immediately? Can specific requests be prioritized
over ecosystem updates?

Benefit/Impact
Assessing the perceived benefit * Is the FASTEN toolset and services appropriate for
FASTEN provides to users and the the purpose it is designed?
value of using FASTEN * Does FASTEN provide added-value to the current

software forges and repositories
* What are the benefits users perceive from using
the FASTEN toolset?
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The assessment of above validation objectives will be verified by computing the
metrics associated to each requirement type (e.g. aspect) in above classification. In
general terms, these metrics can be classified into:

Qualitative metrics: these metrics are suitable to qualify subjective opinions from
FASTEN users. They will be measured (from individual users) using:

• Textual feedback, when the subjective opinion cannot be foreseen beforehand.
Results are processed manually;

• 5-Likert gauges, when the feedback type is identified beforehand and included
in the evaluation questionnaires. Collected results can be processed statistically,
showing relevance depending on the number of responses.

Quantitative metrics: these metrics are suitable to quantify objective facts that
characterize diverse aspects on the usage of the FASTEN toolset and services on
controlled experiments. In this group we include:

• Metrics defined in D6.2 for selected KPIs;

• Productivity gains (for instance in productivity) measured, showing the benefits of
adopting FASTEN in real industrial scenarios, as expressed by computed KPIs.
Eventually, in those industrial scenarios that previously adopted some state of
the practice techniques targeting FASTEN functional aspects (e.g. unsave de-
pendency detected, etc.), the measured productivity gains will be also compared
to these state of practice baseline;

• Number of requested features (and the percentage of them, that having being
accepted in the scope of the FASTEN project, are implemented);

• Number of reported issues or bugs (and the percentage that are addressed or
fixed);

• Number of detected misused of the tools;

4.1 Validation Activity Types

Various validation activities have been identified and are detailed. They pursue differ-
ent goals and approaches to validate FASTEN concept and tools.

These activities can be roughly classified into online and local environments. The
supporting material for these activities is detailed in section 5.

4.1.1 Online

Public activities conducted to serve both dissemination and validation purposes.
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User surveys: Discrete events. User surveys will be conducted to collect participant
feedback about FASTEN technologies concept and toolset and can be used to refine
requirements and KPIs.

Participant profile: external organizations and individuals interested in dependency
management

Number of participants: unbounded

Open field trial: Continuous. Regular beta versions and associated up to date docu-
mentation is released often to allow external communities to test the tools and provide
regular feedbacks to FASTEN development teams. Report will be sent trough GitHub
issues (see section GitHub issue templates).

Participant profile: external organizations and individuals interested in dependency
management

Number of participants: unbounded

4.1.2 Local

Focus groups: Workshop based. Like online surveys the main goal is to refine
requirements and KPIs but it can be done for more advanced subject and in a more
controlled environments. It’s also a good way to teach advanced use of the FASTEN
tools and services.

Participant profile: external individuals and organization representatives selected
based on the goals established for each specific workshop.

Number of participants: 10-15

5 Validation Support material

5.1 GitHub issue templates

All public releases of FASTEN tools are available on GitHub. GitHub provide an issue
manager system. External organizations have the possibility to give feedback using
this system and report ideas, enhancements, or bugs [5].

In addition, it is possible to write templates [6][7] to help user provide good feed-
back. We provide several template depending on the need (bug report, feature re-
quest, etc.).

The following templates are inspired from Steve Mao’s GitHub issue templates[8].
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Bug report:

<!--- Provide a general summary of the issue in the Title above --->

## Version

<!--- Indicate the exact version with which your encounter the problem --->

## Expected Behavior

<!--- Tell us what should happen --->

## Current Behavior

<!--- Tell us what exactly happen, copy paste the errors, provide screenshot

if they make sense --->

## Steps to Reproduce

<!--- Include every piece of information that can help reproduce the same bug --->

1.

1.

1.

1.

## Environment

<!--- Give detailed information about your environment and what you are trying

to achieve --->

## Detailed Description

<!--- Provide a detailed description of the change or addition you are proposing --->
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Feature request:

<!--- Provide a general summary of the issue in the Title above --->

##Is your feature request related to a problem? Please describe.

<!--- A clear and concise description of what the problem is. Ex. I have an

issue when [...]--->

##Describe the solution you'd like

<!--- A clear and concise description of what you want to happen. Add any

considered drawbacks. -->

##Describe alternatives you've considered

<!--- A clear and concise description of any alternative solutions or features you've

considered.--->

##Teachability, Documentation, Adoption, Migration Strategy

<!--- If you can, explain how users will be able to use this and possibly write out a

version the docs. Maybe a screenshot or design? --->
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6 Conclusion

This document describes the method, framework and roadmap for the industrial-driven
evaluation of the FASTEN toolset and services. The method defines the process to
conduct the evaluation activities. The framework provides the tools for supporting the
evaluation activities. The roadmap defines the timeline of the activities, in agreement
with the development roadmap. These elements, working together, will drive the FAS-
TEN evaluation and the reporting of resulting findings and recommendations, aiming
at improving the effectiveness, efficiency and user-satisfaction of industrial adopters
on their real-life dependency security and compatibility validation.
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